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Characteristics

Wash Station
Washer control panel

Temperature panel

Mono camera washing machine, with loading and unloading front or by side, through the hood opening.
Operation: washing and rinsing performed by upper and lower rotating arms.
Electric heating of the washing solution and the rinsing water.
Control panel with two buttons: on / off and operation.
Easy to operate; cover (hood) of full opening for loading and unloading, internal cleaning.
Safety system that stops the cycle if the cover (hood) is opened during operation.
Easy to clean: water inlet filter, washing motor pump filter, waste baskets, baffles, drain plugs, caps on the ends of washing arms, 
wash arms and rinse arms. All these items can be removed manually without tools.
Equipped with automatic control of times and temperatures and the water level in the washer.
Made of resistant materials: AISI 304 stainless steel.
Heater and pump rinsing incorporated into the washer.
Hot washing and rinsing (55-65°C and 80-90°C, respectively).

Washing machine specifically developed for cleaning water bottles and their lids in animal facilities. The water bottles need to be 
already packed in the stainless steel baskets, ensuring process optimization.



Technical Specifications
Total Cycle Time: 1 minute.
Production Capacity: 60 cycles per hour.
Capacity per Cycle: 2 baskets for 18 water bottles each (total of 36 water bottles).
Water Consumption: 2.9 liters per cycle.
Power Consumption: 10.8 kWh.
Washing Solution Temperature: from 55°C to 65 °C.
Rinsing Water Temperature: from 80°C to 90°C.
Power of the Wash Pump: 2cv.
Power of the Rising Pump: 0,5 cv.
Operating Keyboard in 5v.
Useful space of the washing chamber (W x L x H): 680 x 550 x 400 mm (over the grid).
Dimensions (W x L x H): 805 x 970 x 1.430 mm (1.900 with open wood).
Net Weight: 168. 

Supply Standards
Alesco's Washing Machine
Wash Solution Thermometer.
Water Rising Thermometer.
Auto-start: system that automatically starts the cycle by closing the cover (hood).
Audible tone (beep) that indicates the final cycle.
Water Connection Hose: 3.5 meters.
Sewage Hose: 2,5 meters.
Electrical Connection Cable: 3.5 meters
Solid Waste Filter for the water supply network.
02 seals for the drain (reserve).
2 drawers for various items.

Optional Accessories
Auxiliary input and output tables, a width of 650 mm, to accommodate and carry baskets for loading and 
unloading stages.

Special Settings
Preparing to get hot water in the rinse.
Preparing to operate with 440V ~ 60Hz voltage.

Specifications of the Installation Points
The preparation of the points for installation is the responsibility and customer funding.
Installation on the floor, rigid and sturdy flat surface. We recommend using specific auxiliary tables for support.

Water Inlet Point
3/4" BSP Thread, with drawer valve, with temperature between 15°C to 40°C, pressure between 100 to 300 
kPa (1 to 3 bar) and minimum flow of 800 liters per hour.
Important: if the pressure and/or the flow is not sufficient, one pressurization motor pump (optional) should be  
installed between the washer and the establishment water point.

Sewage Drain Point
Pipe (PVC) 50 mm, at a level below the base of the washing machine, with free flow, without interference.

Electrical Point
Exclusive electric power supply to the washer, which must be designed according to specifications of ABNT NBR 5410:2014, 
dimensioned as voltage and electrical current defined on the nameplate in the washer, and be performed by a qualified 
professional, as NR10.
We recommend using the indicated circuit breaker and cable (with maximum length of 10 meters).
Over this length, resize the cable as ABNT NBR 5410:2004, increasing its section, according to electrical network length.
Power: 14,1 kW.
220 V3 ~ 60Hz; Current: 37 A, with ground wire; tri-polar breaker 40 A per fase; minimum wiring of 10mm².
380 V 3N ~ 60Hz; Current: 21,5 A, with ground wire and neutral; tri-polar breaker 25 A per fase; minimum wiring of 4mm².
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Cages Washer

Entrance to the wash chamber
Wash station

Washing machine specifically developed for cleaning cages, lids and other parts that fit on the carrier conveyor or on the drawers (racks). 

Multi camera washing machine, with loading and unloading by side, and displacement of the parts and drawers on the carrier 
conveyor belt.
Exclusive continuous shift system of cages and drawers, which prevents wear, breakage and constant need of replacement;
Operation: pre-wash, wash and rinse, made by top, bottom and side arms.
Operating direction: left - right or right - left - not reversible.
Heating of the washing solution and of the rinsing water: electrical.
Control panel with four buttons: turn on/off, operation and 2 for emergency stop - one at each end of the washer.
Equipped with automatic time control, levels, temperatures and the rinse water release.
Security: system that stop the operation in case of the conveyor belt locking or in case of opening one door.
Easy Cleaning: inspection and cleaning doors, water inlet filter, filters of pre-wash motor pumps and wash, waste baskets, 
drain plugs, caps in the ends of wash arms, rinse arm.
All the itens can be removed manually, without need of tools.
Constructive Materials: AISI 304 stainless steel and other resistant materials.

Characteristics 



Vbelt speed: up to 105 meters per hour;
Hourly production capacity: up to 282 cages 335 x 490 x 230 mm (WxHxD) or up to 189 drawers (rack) of 500 x 500 mm (WxD);
Water consumption: 2.3 liters per cage or 3.5 per drawer (rack);
Power consumption: 54.3 kWh.
Pre-wash solution temperature: ~ 40 ° C;
Temperature of the washing solution: 55 to 65 ° C
Rinsing Water Temperature: 80 ° to 90 °C
Pre wash pump power: 1cv.
Wash pump power: 4CV.
Rinse pump power: 0,5 cv.
Operating keyboard in 24v.
Useful space for washing (LxH): 510 x 420 mm
Dimensions in mm (WxHxD):
Weight (without packaging): 465 kg.

Technical Specifications

Alesco's Washing Machine
02 Drawers (racks) of pins for covers
02 drawers (racks) with 16 fittings for water bottles;
02 drawers (racks) for various parts;
Belt speed variator
Digital thermometer of washing solution;
Digital thermometer of water rinse;
EXT - Coverage Extender - to connect the exhaust duct;
KEAQ - Preparing to get hot water in the rinse;
Water connection hose - 3,5 meters;
Drain hose - 3,5 meters;
Filter for solid waste for the water supply network;
02 seals for the drain (reserve);

Supply Standards

Auxiliary tables (width): 500 mm; 1,000 mm x 1,500 mm with limit switches;
AEG - Gas Heater for the water rinse (LPG or NG)

Optional Accessories

Preparation to receive steam directly into the washing tank
Preparing to operate 440V3 voltage ~ 60Hz
Preparation for operation on both sides.

Special Settings

The preparation of the points for installation is the responsibility and funding of the client.
Installation on the floor, in rigid and sturdy flat surface. We recommend the use of auxiliary tables.

Specifications of the Installation Points

Thread 3/4 "BSP with register drawer, with temperature between 15 to 40 ° C pressure between 100-300 kPa (1-3 bar), and 
minimum flow of 800 liters per hour.
Important: if the pressure and / or flow is not sufficient, it must be installed a chain pump for pressurization (optional) between 
the washer and the water point establishment.

Sewage Drain Point

Pipe (PVC) 76mm in level below the base of the washing machine, with free flow without interference.

Sewage Drain Point

Required power: 54,3 kW.
Exclusive electric power supply to the washing machine, which must be designed according to the standard specifications, and be 
performed by a qualified professional.
We recommend using the circuit breaker and the indicated cable to a maximum length of 10m cable: Above this condition, resize the 
cable as standard specifications, increasing its section, according to the length of the network.
220V 3 ~ 60Hz: 143 A; with ground wire and neutral; 100 A tripolar circuit breaker per phase; minimum wiring 70 mm².
380V 3N ~ 60Hz: 83 A; with ground wire and neutral; 100 A tripolar circuit breaker per phase; minimum wiring 35mm².

Electrical Point

Model PL: 4.150x840x1.550, without auxiliary tables.
Model P  : 3.050x810x1.430, without auxiliary tables.

 The washing machine is supplied without electrical cable. Note:
Electrical wiring (up to the connection to the washer) is the 
responsibility and cost of client.



Pneumatic system for opening 
the water bottles

Pneumatic system for close 
the water bottles

Exclusive pneumatic system for opening water bottles, with automatic drive and return.

Main advantages and characteristics

- Automatic driving and shutting down.                                                 - Ergometric.
- Automatic return.                                                                                - Resistant materials.
- The system can be built in the Dump Tank and in the Plenus Kit.

Exclusive pneumatic system for closing water bottles, with automatic 
drive and return.

Main advantages and characteristics

- Automatic driving and shutting down.                                         
- Ergometric.
- Automatic return.                                                                        
- Resistant materials.
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Water bottle 
filler

2

Equipment developed specifically for Alesco's drinking fountains 
filling, which need to be already packed in the stainless steel 
baskets, ensuring process optimization.

Main advantages and characteristics

- Control panel with three buttons: on / off, timer and drive.
- Easy to operate: rails for direction and coordination of the 
water dispenser.
- Equipped with automatic control of time.
- Resistant materials: made of stainless steel AISI 304.
- Motor pump built in the equipment.
- Optional pneumatic system for opening the water bottles.
- The pneumatic system can be built in the Plenus Kit. 

Control Panel 
Optional pneumatic system 

for closing the water bottles.Filling Station



Dump Tank

Dump tank

1 Optional pneumatic system
for opening the water bottles.

2

Specifically developed for dumping the water bottle covers, already 
packed in stainless steel baskets, ensuring process 
optimization and water surplus dump in the gutters.

Main advantages and characteristics

- Easy to operate: rails for direction.
- Resistant materials: made of stainless steel AISI 304.
- Optional pneumatic system for closing the water bottles.
- The dump tank can be built in the Plenus Kit. 



Kit

Agility Praticaly Ergonomy
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Complete automatic solution for washing water bottles and their lids, as well as opening and closing the lids, dumping and filling the water 
bottles.

The Plenus Kit includes:

- Dump Tank with Automatic System for Opening the Water Bottles.
- Water Bottle Washer.
- Water Bottle Filler with Automatic System for Closing the Water Bottles.
(All kit items can be sold separately.)

Water 
bottle filler

Water Bottle WasherPneumatic Systems for Opening or
 Closing  Water BottlesDump Tank
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